Innotribe
Be inspired. Be provoked. The future is happening now.

Fully integrated on the exhibition
floor, Innotribe will once more build
a welcoming and interactive space
designed to explore the latest trends
around innovation, deliver thoughtprovoking content, and challenge existing
perceptions.

Who should attend?

Why attend?

Every year, Innotribe aims at re-inventing
itself to make sure the programme
delivered at Sibos surpasses the
enthusiasm shown during previous
editions.

Like last year, Innotribe puts innovation
center stage at Sibos, and will provide a
forum for critical dialogue where all Sibos
delegates will get the opportunity to:

Innotribe will cover a range of topics from disruption re-designed, modern
organisation, man-machine convergence,
platform cooperation to DLT and
cyber security. In addition, a number
of spotlight sessions will focus on
FinTech hubs from across the globe,
and showcase other Innotribe initiatives
such as the Industry Challenges on
Securities and Compliance, and the
Startup Challenge - highlighting the new
technologies developed by the startup
community in Africa and Latin America.

Innotribe is open to all Sibos delegates.
Throughout the Sibos week, Innotribe will
be the centre of expertise on innovation
for the benefit of all relevant stakeholders,
including business analysts, strategists,
product managers, innovation managers,
transaction bankers, securities managers,
corporates, standards experts, payment
professionals, regulators, and policy
makers.

•

•
•

•
•

Working with global professionals,
renowned experts, and senior executives
from banks and financial institutions,
Innotribe will encourage discussion and
collaboration within the financial industry
and demonstrate that innovation can help
incumbents, not just disrupt them.

Follow us on Twitter: @Innotribe, #Innotribe, @Sibos, #Sibos
Follow us on LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/sibos

•

•

Attend the “Future of Money”
session, positioned as a Big Issue
Debate in the Plenary room for the
first time this year
Meet some of the most forward
thinking leaders in distributed ledger
technology and cyber-security
Explore what it means to be
a modern organisation and
understand how man and machine
can work together
Understand the different patterns of
disruption and how incumbents can
react to them
Help define the principles for
platform cooperation in more
distributed ecosystems
Explore collaboration with a wide
range of FinTech hubs from different
continents, with a specific focus on
the Swiss ecosystem
Gain insights on the new
technologies developed by the
startup community in Africa and
Latin America through sessions
dedicated to the winners of the
2016 Innotribe Startup Challenge

Innotribe
Be inspired. Be provoked. The future is happening now.

09:00 – 09:30
Innotribe week opening and
Industry Challenge on Securities

09:00 – 09:30
Innotribe day opening and
Startup Challenge for Africa

09:30 – 11:15
Disruption patterns Learn how to anticipate
disruption in Securities, Trade
Finance, and FX

09:30 – 11:15
Organise for complexity Leadership principles for a high
performing modern organisation

12:45 – 13:45
FinTech hubs - Switzerland
14:00 – 15:00
Future of Money
15:15 – 16:45
Emerging technologies for
financial services

12:45 – 13:45
FinTech hubs - EMEA
15:15 – 16:45
Situational awareness maps Learn how to avoid creating a
“me too” strategy
17:00 – 17:30
Innotribe day closing on modern
organisation

17:00 – 17:30
Innotribe day closing on
disruption

09:00 – 09:30
Innotribe day opening and
Startup Challenge for Latin
America

09:00 – 09:30
Innotribe day opening and
Industry Challenge on
Compliance

09:30 – 10:15
The future show live

09:30 – 11:15
Forward compatibility

10:30 – 11:15
Digital ethics

12:45 – 13:45
FinTech hubs - APAC

12:45 – 13:45
FinTech hubs - Americas

14:00 – 15:00
DLT and cyber-security: Sibos
week wrap-up

14:00 – 15:00
AI for financial services

15:15 – 16:15
Innotribe closing keynote:
Platform cooperativism

15:15 – 16:00
Innovation in cyber-security:
innovative defenses to innovative
attacks
16:00 – 16:45
Thingclash
17:00 – 17:30
Innotribe day closing on manmachine convergence

Innotribe

See the full programme on
Sibos.com.

19:00 – 22:00

Networking event
downtown Geneva
(invitation-only)

Follow us on Twitter: @Innotribe, #Innotribe, @Sibos, #Sibos
Follow us on LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/sibos

